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Abstract 27 

Historically, genetic engineering in livestock proved to be challenging. Without stable embryonic 28 

stem cell lines to utilize, somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) had to be employed to produce 29 

many of the genetically engineered (GE) livestock models. Through the genetic engineering of 30 

somatic cells followed by SCNT, GE livestock models could be generated carrying site-specific 31 

modifications. Although successful, only a few GE livestock models were generated because of 32 

low efficiency and associated birth defects. Recently, there have been major strides in the 33 

development of genome editing tools: Zinc-Finger Nucleases (ZFNs), Transcription activator-like 34 

effector nucleases (TALENS), and Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 35 

(CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated 9 (Cas9) system. These tools rely on the generation of a 36 

double strand DNA break, followed by one of two repair pathways: non-homologous end joining 37 

(NHEJ) or homology directed repair (HDR). Compared to the traditional approaches, these tools 38 

dramatically reduce time and effort needed to establish a GE animal. Another benefit of utilizing 39 

genome editing tools is the application of direct injection into developing embryos to induce 40 

targeted mutations, therefore, eliminating side effects associated with SCNT. Emerging 41 

technological advancements of genome editing systems have dramatically improved efficiency 42 

to generate GE livestock models for both biomedical and agricultural purposes. Although the 43 

efficiency of genome editing tools has revolutionized GE livestock production, improvements for 44 

safe and consistent application are desired. This review will provide an overview of genome 45 

editing techniques, as well as examples of GE livestock models for agricultural and biomedical 46 

purposes. 47 

 48 

 49 

 50 

 51 

 52 
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Introduction  53 

The ability to engineer the genome has been limited in livestock species, in part due to 54 

the lack of stable embryonic stem (ES) cells that can contribute to the germline. In the mouse, 55 

targeted disruption of genes can be performed in ES cells, then the ES cells carrying desired 56 

genotypes can be introduced into recipient blastocysts to generate chimeric mice that can 57 

transmit the desired genotype to the germline [1-3]. This strategy has been effective, thus 58 

establishing the mouse as the main model in biomedicine to elucidate the function of target 59 

genes. Since true ES cells that can contribute to the germline have not been fully identified in 60 

livestock species, the development of somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) technology [4] 61 

allowed researchers to generate genetically engineered (GE) livestock. Genetic modification of 62 

somatic cells followed by SCNT allowed for the generation of GE livestock with targeted 63 

modifications [5]. Although possible, efficiency to produce GE animals through the route is poor; 64 

therefore, only selective GE models have been produced [6, 7].  65 

The recent development of genome editing systems [8, 9] dramatically changed the field 66 

of genetic engineering. The use of the genome editing technologies can dramatically increase 67 

the efficiency to introduce targeted modifications in livestock, thus increasing the number of 68 

available GE livestock models. Genetic engineering of the somatic genome is more feasible 69 

using genome editing system technology and application of SCNT.. These technological 70 

advancements have significantly reduced the time required to produce GE livestock, which 71 

should expand their  use in biomedicine and agriculture.  72 

Here, we provide a summary of available genome editing systems used in GE livestock 73 

production and discuss current possibilities and limitations of the technology.  74 

 75 

Conventional approach to generate genetically engineered livestock  76 

 As noted above, the lack of embryonic stem cells hindered the production of GE 77 

livestock. Technologies such as pronuclear injection allowed generation of transgenic animals, 78 
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including livestock [10]; however, targeted disruption was not possible using these approaches. 79 

In addition, pronuclear injection could not control the site of integration or the number of copies 80 

of the gene that integrate. The development of SCNT technology [4] allowed for production of 81 

livestock carrying targeted modifications. Specifically, genetic modifications are introduced to in 82 

vitro cultured cells, then SCNT is performed to produce GE animals. The genetic modifications 83 

introduced to the genome of somatic cells should be carried over to offspring via SCNT 84 

including targeted modifications. The strategy was first demonstrated in sheep [5, 11] and then 85 

in pigs by inserting an exogenous gene [12] and the targeted disruption of an endogenous gene 86 

[6], known to cause hyperacute rejection after organ transplantation. Using the approach, 87 

numerous other GE livestock models have been reported [7, 13, 14].  88 

Although the production of GE animals with site-specific modifications is now achievable, 89 

only a limited number of GE animal models are reported due to the low efficiency. Targeted 90 

modifications in somatic cells rely on the frequency of endogenous homologous recombination; 91 

however, the efficiency is extremely low in somatic cells [6, 14]. The low efficiency results in 92 

modifying only one out of two alleles at a time. Since only heterozygous mutations could be 93 

introduced, breeding steps were necessary to produce GE animals with homozygous 94 

modifications. Some livestock species, especially large animals, have a prolonged gestation 95 

period, which adds days required for breeding steps to be completed. The low frequency of 96 

homologous recombination forced researchers to use a selectable marker such as Neomycin to 97 

select somatic cells carrying the proper genetic modification [6, 14]. Therefore, GE animals 98 

produced through the approach often carried a foreign gene that could potentially add antibiotic 99 

resistance to the animals. In addition, efficiency of SCNT is poor [15] and animals born through 100 

SCNT often present sudden death or health complications that are associated with the 101 

technology [16-18]. 102 

 The lack of ES cells persists in poultry species and the conventional SCNT approach 103 

used to clone mammals cannot be applied in poultry. However, the presence of primordial germ 104 
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cells (PGCs) in poultry species allows for the production of GE birds [19, 20]. Specifically, PGCs 105 

isolated from developing embryos can be genetically engineered, and injecting the GE PGCs 106 

into a host embryo allows for the production of a chimeric bird that can transmit the intended 107 

modifications through the germline. Although possible, success of the approach largely depends 108 

on the quality of PGCs, which could be variable. In fact, because of the low efficiency, the first 109 

knockout chicken was not reported until 2013 [21].   110 

 111 

Development of genome editing technology.  112 

The development of genome editing systems significantly increased the efficiency of 113 

generating GE animals. Although exceptions exist in certain genome editing systems that utilize 114 

single-strand breaks [8, 22], the basis of genome editing systems arises from the ability to 115 

recognize specific sequences on the genome and introduce site-specific double strand breaks 116 

(DSBs) [23]. The DNA breaks drive activation of the endogenous DNA repair process to restore 117 

the DSBs because the DNA breaks may result in cell death if not resolved. The introduction of 118 

site-specific genomic modification is facilitated by two main DNA repair pathways: non-119 

homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR). The DSB-induced NHEJ 120 

process leads to random base insertions or deletions (indels), which result in gene knockout 121 

because it often causes a frameshift of the amino acid codons and formation of a premature 122 

stop codon. Alternatively, in the presence of donor DNA with homologous sequences to the 123 

target genome site, specific modifications at the nucleotide level can be introduced through the 124 

HDR pathway [24]. In general, lower frequency of HDR than NHEJ has been known in most cell 125 

types [25]. Because of their ability to recognize specific sequences on the genome and 126 

introduce site-specific DNA breaks, genome editing systems are also referred to as engineered 127 

endonucleases. The mechanistic action of genome editing systems is illustrated in Figure 1.  128 

In recent years, three types of engineered endonucleases, Zinc-Finger Nucleases 129 

(ZFNs), Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and Clustered regularly 130 
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interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated 9 (Cas9) system, have 131 

emerged that enable investigators to rapidly introduce modifications into the genomes of 132 

virtually all cell types and organisms.  133 

The first genome editing system developed to modify the genome of mammals was the 134 

ZFNs.  Zinc-finger motifs are known to recognize three specific nucleotide sequences [26]. By 135 

fusing engineered zinc-fingers to the non-specific endonuclease, FokI, the system can induce 136 

DSBs on a specific locus on the genome. The concept was first demonstrated using human 137 

cells; efficiency of gene targeting increased up to 1000 folds when comparing targeted 138 

disruption of exogenous GFP using ZFN instead of the conventional method [9]. The technology 139 

was quickly applied to GE livestock production. As a proof-of-concept, exogenous GFP gene 140 

was inactivated using ZFNs in somatic cells and GFP knockout pigs were produced using SCNT 141 

[27]. The enhanced genetic engineering efficacy of ZFNs allowed researchers to introduce 142 

targeted modifications on both alleles in livestock [28], which could dramatically reduce the time 143 

required to establish and expand GE livestock models. 144 

The development of TALENs further expanded the use of genome editing systems in GE 145 

livestock production as the target recognition of TALENs is wider than ZFNs. TALENs are 146 

designed based on a plant pathogenic bacteria [29]. The engineered TALENs can identify 147 

specific sequences on the genome and introduce DSBs on the target locus. Then, the DNA 148 

repair system, activated by the DSBs, can introduce targeted modifications through NHEJ or 149 

HDR. The target sequence of TALENs appeared to be more flexible when compared to ZFNs 150 

because TALENs can effectively recognize AT-rich regions [30], whereas the activity of ZFNs is 151 

preferred in GC-rich target regions. This difference in recognition region stimulated the use of 152 

TALENs in the production of GE livestock; its first application to produce GE livestock was in 153 

2012 [31]. 154 

Although the development of ZFNs and TALENs significantly increased the efficiency of 155 

producing GE livestock models, it was the development of CRISPR/Cas9 system that 156 
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dramatically lowered the effort required to produce GE livestock models. The CRISPR/Cas9 157 

system was originally characterized as an adaptive immune system of bacteria cells against 158 

exogenous DNA from an invading virus or phage [32, 33]. Because the system is designed to 159 

cleave exogenous DNA, engineering the CRISPR/Cas9 system allows researchers to induce 160 

site-specific DSB. Specifically, engineered complementary RNA to the target DNA combined 161 

with trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracr-RNA), called single guide RNA (sgRNA), can bind to a 162 

target sequence, thus, locating Cas9 protein to the target site on the genome. Then, the Cas9 163 

protein acts as an endonuclease to the target site if the protospacer adjacent motif sequence 164 

(PAM) is present [34]. Unlike ZFN or TALEN assemble, which requires a series of ligation 165 

reactions to form an array [35, 36], CRISPR/Cas9 system can be assembled by inserting a 20 166 

bp target DNA sequence into a targeting vector [8]. In addition, several online based CRISPR 167 

design systems (CHOPCHOP or CRISPOR) are readily available; therefore, no specialized 168 

training is required to utilized the CRISPR/Cas9 technology. The user-friendly features of the 169 

CRISPR/Cas9 system made the tool become the leading genome editing system. Efficacy of 170 

the system was first demonstrated using human cells in 2013 [8], then quickly used for GE 171 

livestock production. 172 

 173 

Application of genome editing technology in livestock.  174 

The development of genome editing tools significantly modified the approaches used to 175 

generate GE livestock models. First, targeted modifications in somatic cells are more feasible 176 

with the use of genome editing tools. Unlike relying on endogenous homologous recombination, 177 

the DSB-induced DNA repair system can now effectively disrupt target genes through either 178 

NHEJ or HDR. The high efficiency allows us to perform genetic modifications in somatic cells 179 

without having to rely on the insertion of a selectable marker, i.e. antibiotic resistant gene. The 180 

modified cells are then used for SCNT to produce GE animals. In addition, now both alleles can 181 

be effectively modified using genome editing tools [28, 31, 37]. Because both alleles in cultured 182 
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somatic cells can be modified using genome editing tools, the number of breeding steps 183 

required to establish a herd of GE animals became significantly lower.   184 

  Genome editing systems have also transformed GE livestock production by offering an 185 

alternative route that does not involve SCNT. Direct injection of engineered endonucleases into 186 

developing embryos resulted in targeted modifications. In livestock, the idea was first examined 187 

by injecting the RNA version of ZFN and TALEN into developing pig embryos [38]. The targeted 188 

modifications during embryogenesis demonstrated that SCNT is no longer required to introduce 189 

targeted modifications in livestock species. As expected, animals produced via this approach do 190 

not have any of the abnormalities that are commonly seen with cloned animals [37, 39]. The 191 

injection of engineered endonucleases, especially CRISPR/Cas9 system, consistently 192 

introduced targeted modifications at high efficiency as multiple publications indicate that all 193 

embryos/animals derived from the approach carry targeted modifications with no detectable 194 

wild-type allele [39-43]. The approach is simpler than SCNT-mediated genetic engineering, 195 

which requires specialized training (Figure 2). Similarly, a recent report in the quail suggests 196 

that genome editing tools can transform the conventional GE bird production system. Direct 197 

injection of CRISPR/Cas9 system into the quail blastoderm generated a chimeric bird that 198 

transmitted targeted modifications to the germline [44], indicating that the development of 199 

genome editing tools lead to a novel approach to produce GE poultry as well.  200 

As illustrated here, the use of genome editing technology has enhanced the efficiency to 201 

produce GE animals and offered alternative approaches that can overcome the shortcomings of 202 

current GE animal production routes, therefore sparking the production of GE livestock models 203 

for biomedical and agricultural applications. 204 

 205 

Genetically engineered livestock produced using genome editing technology  206 

 The development of diverse genome editing tools increased access to GE livestock 207 

models. Because pigs are physiologically and anatomically similar to humans, pigs can 208 
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accurately present symptoms of human diseases, making them a proper model in biomedicine 209 

[45]. Genome editing tools rapidly expanded pig models designed for xenotransplantation. 210 

Using ZFNs, GE pigs lacking both alleles of GGTA1 were produced without breeding steps [28]. 211 

Similarly, diverse GE pigs aimed to facilitate the use of pig organs for xenotransplantation have 212 

been generated [46-49]. Another line of GE pigs, produced using genome editing technology for 213 

biomedical application, are immunodeficient pigs. Animals lacking a functional immune system 214 

are important to study the mechanism of pathogenesis and immune response upon infection, 215 

vaccine development, and cell transplantation [50, 51]. Before the genome editing era, only one 216 

type of immunodeficient pig was established using the conventional approach [52] due to the 217 

low efficiency. Using TALENs, GE pigs lacking functional RAG2 were produced and the pigs 218 

could support proliferation and differentiation of transplanted induced pluripotent stem (iPS) 219 

cells [53]. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first report of a successful human stem cell 220 

transplantation into a large animal model and suggests that these immunodeficient pigs could 221 

be used to predict the outcomes of stem cell transplantation or progression of cancer cells. 222 

Furthermore, using CRISPR/Cas9 system, immunodeficient pigs lacking all major lymphocytes 223 

(T-B-NK-) were generated by disrupting RAG2 and IL2RG simultaneously during 224 

embryogenesis [39]. Phenotype of the pigs resemble the NOD-scid gamma (NSG) mouse 225 

model, the leading animal model used to perform xenograft experiments using human stem 226 

cells [54, 55]. Use of genome editing technology also assisted in the production of GE pigs 227 

having potential impact in agriculture. Disruption of CD163 using CRISPR/Cas9 system led to 228 

pigs resistant to porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) [37, 56]. 229 

Additionally, pigs carrying modified myostatin (MSTN) gene or uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) 230 

were produced to improve meat productivity of pigs [57-59]. 231 

 Sheep were the first species to be cloned through SCNT [4]. Development of genome 232 

editing tools has increased the number of GE small ruminant models, such as sheep and goat. 233 

To enhance meat production, myostatin (MSTN) gene was disrupted in sheep [60] and goat [61] 234 
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using genome editing tools. Similarly, CRISPR/Cas9 system was used to remove the allergenic 235 

component in goat milk [62], which could potentially increase the safety of goat milk 236 

consumption. Small ruminants are applied in the biomedicine field as well with the utilization of 237 

genome editing tools. It was demonstrated that the disruption of PDX1 using CRISPR/Cas9 238 

system led to apancreatic phenotype in the sheep [63], which can be used to grow a pancreas 239 

from human origin through a chimeric approach. Cystic fibrosis (CF) sheep models were 240 

produced using CRISPR/Cas9 system and recapitulated many of the human CF disease 241 

symptoms [64]; previously proper CF animal models reflecting human phenotype were only 242 

available in pigs [7].  243 

 The development of GE cow models has been slow, in part, due to prolonged gestation 244 

length (around 280 days) compared to other livestock species. The development of genome 245 

editing technology assisted in the utilization of GE cow models because rapid generation of GE 246 

cows is now possible. Using ZFNs, human lysozyme (hLYZ) gene was integrated into bovine β-247 

casein locus to generate GE cows potentially resistant to mastitis [65]. TALENs were effectively 248 

used to modify the cow genome at high efficiency [31, 66] and produced dairy cattle lacking 249 

horns by editing the POLLED allele [67]. Others have utilized TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9 250 

system to induce site-specific integration of an exogenous gene to enhance the value of cows 251 

[68, 69].   252 

 As mentioned above, genetic engineering in poultry is different from other livestock 253 

species because SCNT technology cannot be applied. The development of genome editing 254 

technology significantly improved GE bird production by improving the efficiency to introduce 255 

site-specific modifications into the genome of PGCs and inducing germ-line genetic modification 256 

at an in vivo level. Using TALENs, the genome of PGCs was successfully modified and used to 257 

generate knockout chickens [70]. CRISPR/Cas9 system was also successfully applied to 258 

produce GE birds carrying targeted disruption of endogenous genes [71, 72]. An interesting 259 

report recently came out where direct injection of adenovirus-based CRISPR/Cas9 system into 260 
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the quail blastoderm could lead to the targeted disruption of an endogenous gene [44], 261 

indicating that the culture and transfection of PGCs are not absolutely necessary for the 262 

production of poultry knockout models during the genome editing era.   263 

 264 

Future prospective and current limitations 265 

The development of genome editing technology significantly lowered the barrier to 266 

produce GE livestock models. Figure 3 illustrates GE livestock models generated using various 267 

approaches. For biomedical application, animal models that resemble human diseases will 268 

significantly contribute to designing an optimal remedy for the diseases. Use of genome editing 269 

systems grant rapid production of GE pigs carrying multiple genetic modifications for 270 

xenotransplantation [73], which would take years of preparation through the conventional 271 

approaches. The development of animal models representing symptoms of cystic fibrosis in 272 

multiple species (pigs [7] and sheep [64]) will also contribute to novel cures through comparative 273 

medicine. In addition, the development of new immunodeficient large animal models [39, 53] 274 

offer possibilities to utilize the models for human cell transplantation. Transplantation of patient-275 

specific cancer cells into the immunodeficient animals will allows us to monitor progression of 276 

the cancer cells and design patient-specific treatments. Large animal models carrying 277 

immunodeficiency can be used for stem cell transplantation to predict outcomes of stem cell 278 

therapy and organogenesis projects to grow cells/tissues that can be transplanted back into the 279 

patient without immune rejection. Development of genome editing systems facilitate production 280 

of these translational animal models that can complement findings from rodent data and bridge 281 

the findings to the clinic.  282 

Use of genome editing systems in livestock can also improve genetic value of livestock 283 

for production. It has been demonstrated that the disruption of putative receptor of viruses that 284 

damage the swine industry leads to GE pigs resistant to the deadly viruses [56, 74]. Production 285 

of hornless cattle by the application of genome editing system [67] can lower the cost of 286 
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producing cows, while also enhancing animal welfare. Genetic modifications introduced through 287 

HDR could specifically edit target genes at the nucleotide level without affecting the rest of the 288 

genome. The point mutations can be introduced as a form of precision genetic enhancement [66, 289 

75]. The improvements through genome editing technology could require years of breeding to 290 

introduce a specific allele into a breeding line. It is anticipated that genome editing technology 291 

will be widely used to sustain productivity of livestock to supply a sufficient amount of meat for 292 

the growing population.  293 

 Although the potential applications stated above are promising, the application of 294 

genome editing systems requires attention, and refinement of the technologies are desired. 295 

Utilization of genome editing systems often follow the error prone nature of the NHEJ pathway. 296 

However, the system does not always lead to an expected phenotype. For instance, mutations 297 

introduced through NHEJ are random, therefore, insertions or deletions in triplets do not always 298 

lead to targeted disruption of the genes. The shortcomings have been reported in multiple 299 

studies [39, 76] and should be considered when introducing targeted modifications through 300 

NHEJ-mediated genome editing events. Targeted modifications through the HDR pathway could 301 

solve the uncertainties caused by NHEJ-mediated genetic modifications. However, the 302 

efficiency of HDR is, in general, lower compared to NHEJ because the HDR pathway is only 303 

active during the late S and G2 phases with the presence of sister chromatids serving as a 304 

repair template [77]. The use of NHEJ inhibitors has been employed to push genome editing 305 

induced DSBs repaired through HDR pathway [78-80]. Unfortunately, there is no standardized 306 

method that can control the efficiency of HDR. Ability to improve the frequency of HDR-307 

mediated targeted modifications could assist in the utilization of genome editing systems. 308 

As mentioned above, direct injection of genome editing systems into developing 309 

embryos has provided a novel route to generate GE livestock without having to incorporate 310 

SCNT. However, the approach comes with its unique shortcoming, the mosaicism. GE animals 311 

produced through the direct injection approach may carry more than two alleles in their genomic 312 
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DNA if targeted modifications are introduced after the first cleavage. The mosaicism can be a 313 

hurdle in utilizing the approach because animals carrying mosaic genotype may not present a 314 

clear phenotype. Also, progenies derived from GE animals with mosaicism do not follow 315 

Mendelian ratio, which impedes designing predictable breeding scheme using the founder 316 

animals. In our previous reports, the frequency of mosaicism introduced due to the approach 317 

was 0-20% in pigs [39, 41, 42]; however, the frequency varies in other studies. Breeding of 318 

founder animals carrying mosaic genotype can solve the issues associated with the mosaicism. 319 

Unfortunately, considering gestation periods of farm animals, additional breeding scheme will 320 

further delay propagating GE livestock models. For instance, the gestation period of cattle is 321 

282 days and typically only deliver one calf. Establishing homozygous GE animals in cattle from 322 

founder cows carrying mosaicism would require at least 2-3 breeding plans, which could take 4-323 

5 years. Identifying genotype of each embryo by biopsy followed by genotyping can be 324 

performed to reduce GE animals carrying mosaicism; however, the process can be technically 325 

challenging. Therefore, a significant portion of genetic modifications in livestock is still 326 

introduced through somatic genome editing followed by SCNT.  327 

 Most of the currently available genome editing systems induce site-specific DSBs to 328 

trigger the DNA repair system. However, DSBs on unintended locations introduced by genome 329 

editing systems could result in undesirable mutations, i.e. off-targeting. Although their 330 

frequencies are variable, previous reports suggest that CRISPR/Cas9 system could introduce 331 

off-targeting events [81-83]. In our recent study, we identified one CRISPR/Cas9 system 332 

causing off-targeting events out of four CRISPR/Cas9 systems examined when injected into 333 

developing pig embryos [41]. A recent report also suggests that hornless cattle produced with 334 

the use of TALENs introduced unintended modifications to the founder genome [84]. The 335 

examples of off-targeting events raise concerns on applying the genome editing systems in 336 

human clinics. A recent report of genome edited babies became a controversial topic due to 337 
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ethical concerns [85]. Because outcomes from genome editing systems may be unpredictable, 338 

the systems must be used responsibly and potential side effect should be fully analyzed. 339 

Different approaches have been suggested to prevent off-targeting activity from the 340 

genome editing systems. For instance, the application of Cas9-nikase, a variant of Cas9 protein 341 

causing only a single strand break instead of DSBs, can be used to reduce off-targeting events 342 

and introduce targeted modifications through the HDR pathway [8, 86]. Furthermore, 343 

CRISPR/Cas9-guided use of base pair editors could introduce targeted modifications at the 344 

nucleotide level while minimizing off-targeting events [87]. These genome editing systems have 345 

been applied to generate GE livestock models [68, 78, 88-90]. Development of genome editing 346 

tools that can highly secure the integrity of the genome will alleviate risks associate with the use 347 

of genome editing systems in GE livestock production.  348 

 349 

Conclusion 350 

The development of genome editing systems has facilitated the production of GE 351 

livestock models, as the disadvantages of generating livestock can be relieved by using the 352 

newly available tools. GE livestock models will advance the field of biomedicine by supplying 353 

animal models that can more accurately present human disease symptoms and improve 354 

productivity of livestock for agriculture purposes. Although concerns about the genome editing 355 

systems remain, constant efforts to improve current systems will mitigate side effects associated 356 

with the systems. The era of genome editing systems will lift the existing limit on the use of GE 357 

livestock models. 358 
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Figure legends 364 

Figure 1. Basic mechanism of genome editing systems, demonstrated using CRISPR/Cas9 365 

system, ZFNs, and TALENs. In the CRISPR/Cas9 system, after sgRNA binds to target site of 366 

genome, Cas9 cleaves the genomic DNA creating double strands breaks (DSBs). In ZFNs and 367 

TALENs, the non-specific endonuclease, FokI, binds and generates a DSB. Subsequently, 368 

random indel mutations or precise modification occurs by one of two DNA repair mechanisms: 369 

NHEJ or HDR. Both mechanisms are functional in somatic cells as well as in embryos. In 370 

general, frequency of NHEJ is more active compared to the HDR. 371 

 372 

Figure 2. Image of direct injection of CRISPR/Cas9 system into presumable pig zygotes. (A) 373 

Microinjection of CRISPR/Cas9 system into developing embryo. The approach is simpler than 374 

somatic cell nuclear transfer. (B) CRISPR/Cas9 injected embryos at day 5 post fertilization, prior 375 

to embryo transfer. The scale bar indicates 100 µm.    376 

 377 

Figure 3. Milestones in the production of genetically engineered livestock animals. 378 

Development of genome editing systems significantly assisted the design and production of 379 

genetically engineered in livestock.  380 

 381 
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Highlights  
• Genetic engineering in livestock has been challenging due to the lack of stable embryonic 
stem cells 
• Development of genome editing technology significantly enhanced efficiency to produce 
genetically engineered livestock 
• Using genome editing technology, diverse genetically engineered livestock models have been 
produced for biomedical and agriculture purposes 
• More livestock models are expected to be produced at higher efficiency 


